
SAS® Event Stream Processing 
6.2: Troubleshooting

Logging

Setting Logging Levels
You can set logging levels for the engine, connectors, adapters, and the ESP server.

Table 1 Logging Levels

Logging Level Information Provided

OFF Logging is turned off.

INFO Information about run-time events of interest. (Provides less information than TRACE.)

TRACE Detailed information about run-time events.

DEBUG Detailed information about the flow through the system. (Provides more information than 
TRACE.)

FATAL Error messages for only fatal errors.

ERROR Error messages.

WARN Warning messages (for example, use of deprecated APIs, poor use of an API, or other 
run-time situations that are undesirable) and error messages.

Logging levels for adapters use the same range of levels.



Table 2 Logging Level for the Adapter

Logging Level Parameter Setting Location

OFF dfESPLLOff Not applicable.

INFO dfESPLLInfo Immediately visible on the console.

TRACE dfESPLLTrace Logs

DEBUG dfESPLLDebug Logs

FATAL dfESPLLFatal Immediately visible on the console.

ERROR dfESPLLError Immediately visible on the console.

WARN dfESPLLWarn Immediately visible on the console.

Table 3 How to Set Logging Levels

Component How to Set Logging Level

engine and connectors logger section of esp‑properties.yml

C publish/subscribe API C_dfESPpubsubInit method

Java publish/subscribe API init() method

Python publish/subscribe API Init() method

Logging Configuration Properties
The file esp-properties.yml contains the following entries to determine how logging behaves for an 
ESP server:

logging:

  appenders: 1  

    consoleAppender: 2

      class: ConsoleAppender

      param:

        ImmediateFlush: true 3

      layout:

        param:

          ConversionPattern: "%d; %-5p; %t; %c; (%F:%L); %m" 4

    LOG:  

      class: UNXFacilityAppender 5

      layout:

        param:

          ConversionPattern: "[%d - %F:%L] -  %m"

    timeBasedRollingFileAppender: 6  
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      class: RollingFileAppender

      param:

        Append: true 7

        ImmediateFlush: true

      rollingPolicy:

        class: TimeBasedRollingPolicy 8

        param:

          #fileNamePattern: "%S{OSENV.PUBLIC}/SAS/Viya/SASEventStreamProcessingEngine/log/esp-%S{jobid}-%d{yyyy-MM-dd}.log"

          fileNamePattern: 9  "time.%d.log"

      layout:

        param:

          HeaderPattern: "Host: '%S{hostname}', Process: '%S{pid}', OS: '%S{os_bits} %S{os_family}', 

                          OS Release: '%S{os_release}'"

          ConversionPattern: "%d; %-5p; %t; %c; (%F:%L); %m"

  loggers: 10

    root:

      level: info #specify trace, debug, info, warn, error, or fatal are supported

      appender: consoleAppender 11 # you must have defined at least one appender above 

                                                       # when you specify one here

      logdir: /tmp/                # specify the log directory to be used by appenders

                                  #(must end with a / on Unix and \ on Windows)

      daemon: timeBasedRollingFileAppender                 # appender to be used in daemon mode

# Set logging for specific contexts

    DF.ESP:

      level: info

    DF.ESP.AUTH:

      level: info

    DF.ESP.STATS:

      level: warn

    DF.ESP.SA:

      level: info

    DF.ESP.WINDOWS.PATTERN:

      level: trace

    Audit.Authentication:

      level: fatal

    App.tk.MAS: 12

      level: error

    App.tk.MAS.CodeGen:

      level: fatal

    App.tk.MAS.Pytho:

      level: error

1 An appender is a named entity that represents a specific output destination for messages. 
Destinations include fixed files, rolling files, operating system facilities, client applications, 
database tables, message queues, and custom Java classes. A logger is a named entity that 
identifies a message category. You can associate multiple appenders with a logger directly, or 
indirectly through a logger’s ancestry. Each logging event is passed to the appenders that are 
associated with a logger and to the appenders that are associated with the logger's ancestry.

2 The ConsoleAppender writes messages to the UNIX or Windows operating system consoles.

3 When ImmediateFlush is true, messages are written to the console immediately as they are 
received.

4 ConversionPattern specifies a series of conversion characters that represent the types of data to 
include in the log. For example, use the conversion characters %d %t %m to include the date, the 
thread, and the message, respectively, in the log.
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5 The UNXFacilityAppender writes messages to the syslogd logging facility in UNIX operating 
systems.

6 This sets up a specific, time-based instance of the class RollingFileAppender. This appender 
writes messages to the specified file in the specified path, and begins writing messages to a new 
file that has a different name when specified criteria are met.

7 When append is true, the logger appends new messages to the end of the existing file.

8 TimeBasedRollingPolicy specifies the use of a log filename that contains the current date. You 
do not need to specify a value for triggeringPolicy when you use this policy.

9 fileNamePattern specifies the path to which the log file is written and the conversion pattern that 
is used to create the log filename when messages roll over to a new file.

10 The lines that follow set the default logging level for various logging contexts.

11 This is where you specify the default appender.

12 SAS Micro Analytic service uses three loggers. For more information, see “SAS Micro Analytic 
Service Logging” in SAS Micro Analytic Service: Programming and Administration Guide.

Enabling Logging Contexts on the ESP Server Command 
Line
Use the —loglevel argument of the ESP server command to enable ESP Server logging contexts.

Logging Context Description

esp Represents the ESP server and generates messages about events that flow through 
the system, throttling, system errors, and so on.

This context is always available.

common.http Details HTTP requests that come into the server and their corresponding responses.

common.smtp Details SMTP server interaction in Notification windows.

esp.http Details event-stream-processing specific HTTP requests.

esp.pubsub Details event-stream-processing publish/subscribe activity.

esp.router Logging for ESP router instances.

esp.server Provides information about general ESP server issues.

esp.windows Provides information about window issues.

event.generator Event generator logging.

pubsub.http Details requests and responses from the publish/subscribe HTTP server.

window.functional Functional window logging.

window.notification Shows messages specific to Notification windows.
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For example, dfesp_xml_server -loglevel 
"esp=error,common.http=debug,esp.windows=trace" sets the log level for each specified context 
before the server starts to perform its basic functions.

By default, the ESP server writes logging messages to the console (standard output).

Note: The esp logging context is equivalent to the DF.ESP logger in esp-properties.yml. The esp 
log level that you specify on the command line through the —loglevel argument overrides the 
DF.ESP log level configured in esp-properties.yml.

Setting Logging Through the RESTful API
You can set the log level for active logging contexts and query current log levels through the RESTful 
API to SAS Event Stream Processing Do this with the /loggers request.

To query the current log levels, the request is as follows: http://server:port/
eventStreamProcessing/v1/loggers.

You can also use the ESP client: dfesp_xml_client —url “http://host:port/
eventStreamProcessing/v1/loggers”.

The response to this request shows the current log levels for each context:

<loggers>
    <logger name='DF.ESP' level='INFO'/>
    <logger name='DF.ESP.AUTH' level='INFO'/>
    <logger name='DF.ESP.ENGINE' level='INFO'/>
    <logger name='common.http' level='INFO'/>
    <logger name='common.urlrequest' level='INFO'/>
    <logger name='esp.http level='INFO'/>
    <logger name='esp.server' level='INFO'/>
</loggers>

When you are interested only in certain contexts, use the following GET HTTP command:

http://server:port/eventStreamProcessing/v1/loggers/context.

For example, the response to dfesp_xml_client -url "http://host:port/
eventStreamProcessing/v1/loggers/esp.http" would be this:

<loggers>
   <logger name="esp.http" level="INFO"/>
<loggers>

To reset the log level for a logging context, use the /loglevel request. Specify a PUT HTTP 
command with the following path:

http://server:port/eventStreamProcessing/v1/loggers/context/level?value=loglevel.

For example, the response to dfesp_xml_client -url "http://host:port/
eventStreamProcessing/v1/loggers/DF.ESP.AUTH/level?value=error" -put would be this:

<response>
    <message>logger 'DF.ESP.AUTH' set to 'error'</message>
</response>

When a logging context is not active, this PUT command returns an error. For example, unless 
window.functional is set, entering dfesp_xml_client -url "http://host:port/
eventStreamProcessing/v1/loggers/window.functional/level?value=trace" -put returns this:

<response>
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    <message>logger 'window.functional' not set to 'trace', error: cannot find logger window.functional</message>

</response>

Interpreting Event Codes
An event is written to the event log when it cannot be processed because of a computational failure. 
The format is

BE_CODE,TID,[Fully qualified window name],BAD_EVENT

The TID is a unique identifier for the event. The Fully qualified window name is the engine, project, 
continuous query, and window that generated the bad event. BAD_EVENT contains up to 255 bytes 
of the offending event in CSV format.

BE_CODE Description

1 An error collapsing an Insert event from a transactional event block when trying to create a canonical 
set of events for a key.

2 An error collapsing an Update event from a transactional event block when trying to create a 
canonical set of events for a key.

3 An error collapsing a Delete event from a transactional event block when trying to create a canonical 
set of events for a key.

4 A bad opcode received from a transactional event block when trying to create a canonical set of 
events for a key.

5 An error collapsing an Insert event from a normal event block when trying to create a canonical set of 
events for a key.

6 An error collapsing an Update block event from a normal event block when trying to create a 
canonical set of events for a key.

7 An error collapsing a Delete event from normal event block when trying to create a canonical set of 
events for a key.

8 A bad opcode received from a normal event block when trying to create a canonical set of events for 
a key.

9 A bad opcode received from a normal event block when trying to create a canonical set of events for 
a key.

10, 11, 12 Not used

13 An Insert event from a normal event block could not be processed, possibly because of a duplicate 
key.

14 An Update event from a normal event block could not be processed, possibly because the key could 
not be found.

15 An Upsert event from a normal event block could not be processed, possibly because of an insert 
with a partial update.
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BE_CODE Description

16 A Delete event from a normal event block could not be processed, possibly because the key could 
not be found.

17 A bad opcode received from a normal event block.

18 An Insert event from a transactional event block could not be processed , possibly because of a 
duplicate key.

19 An Update event from a transactional event block could not be processed, possibly because the key 
could not be found.

20 An Upsert event from a transactional event block could not be processed, possibly because of an 
insert with a partial update.

21 A Delete event from a transactional event block could not be processed, possibly because the key 
could not be found.

22 A bad opcode received from a transactional event block.

23 A window set to insert only received a non-insert event.

24 A bad opcode received in window compute.

25 An event received with a NULL in a key field.

26 An event generated a floating point exception.

27 An event failed to compute due to a general error.

Performance Tips and Diagnosis
The following settings and options can potentially improve the performance of your project. You 
should implement these options wherever applicable.

n Use event blocks containing multiple events in publish/subscribe clients.

n Use binary events when publishing events to a project.

n Use full concurrency on the projects to allow data to be processed by a window as soon as it is 
received. Define multiple threads to the project.

n Set pubsub=manual for the project. Enable pubsub=true only on windows that have subscribers.

n When a Join window is a many-to-many join, enable secondary indices on the Join window. This 
eliminates a scan of the join tables each time that an event is received.

n A fork join is a join where the same event is split for some processing and then rejoined before 
continuing on the directed graph. When a fork join is a one-to-many or many-to-one join, enable 
secondary indices. This eliminates a scan of the join tables each time that an event is received.

If your project still experiences performance degradation after applying all of the applicable settings 
and options, use the following options to determine the location of the performance bottleneck. You 
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must have a baseline for the expected number of events to be processed and how fast an event is 
processed by the project.

1 Turn on the timing‑threshold=xx microseconds option for the project. A warning message is 
logged when a window takes longer than the specified interval to process an event or event block. 
Use the warning messages to identify the windows that affect performance and investigate what 
flows through those windows.

2 Use Counter windows to determine whether a performance bottleneck is inside the project. For 
more information, see “Using Counter Windows” in SAS Event Stream Processing: Using Source 
and Derived Windows .

3 Use Counter windows to determine the rate of events published to the project and output to 
subscribers of the project. Connect a Counter window to the source windows and to any window 
that has a subscriber. If the rate of events published to the Source windows is too low, investigate 
the publishers. If the rate of events from the subscriber windows is the expected value, investigate 
how the subscribers are consuming events.

4 Use the dfesp_xml_top command to determine whether windows are using CPU effectively. For 
more information, see “Determining How Projects Use CPU” in SAS Event Stream Processing: 
Using the ESP Server .

SAS® and all other SAS Institute Inc. product or service names are registered trademarks or 
trademarks of SAS Institute Inc. in the USA and other countries. ® indicates USA registration. Other 
brand and product names are trademarks of their respective companies. Copyright © 2019, SAS 
Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA. All Rights Reserved. November 2019 6.2-P1:espts
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